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If 9 is an AFD factor of non-type I and a is an ultrafree action of a discrete 
amenable group G on 9, then for an automorphism B of R the following two 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 0 is of the form 0 = ag. for some g, E G; 
(ii) If {x,} is a bounded sequence in W such that {a,(xn) - x,} converges to 
zero u*-strongly for every gE G, then {0(x,)-x,} also converges to zero 
a*-strongly. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
Despite many successful results in the theory of group actions on a von 
Neumann algebra, infinite group actions on a factor are still mysterious in 
many aspects. For example, one of the main machinery in finite dimen- 
sional centrally simple algebra, Galois theory, fails miserably for noncom- 
pact groups. This is partly because the fundamental double commutation 
theorem fails for subfactors in the non-type I case. It was A. Connes who 
observed that in the approximately finite timensional, AFD, factor Se, of 
type II, the double commutation theorem for subfactors can be restored 
once we replace commutativity by asymptotic commutativity. He has made 
full use of this fact in his celebrated work on injective factors and related 
works [la]. Motivated by these works, the first named author initiated 
the program of asymptotic Galois theory proving a duality theorem for an 
AFD factor ~2~ of type II, and a free action of a discrete amenable group 
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G [6]. This paper extends further the result of [6] to cover all AFD fac- 
tors equipped with ultrafree actions of discrete amenable groups in the 
following form: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let 93 be an AFD factor of non-type I and cx be an 
ultrafree action of a discrete amenable group G. For an automorphism 0 of 
~2, the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ~9 is of theform f9=ctnofor some g,EG; 
(ii) Zf {x,,} is a bounded sequence in 9 such that {a&x”) -xn} 
converges to zero a*-strongly for every ge G, then {0(x,,) - x,} also 
converges to zero o*-strongly. 
The present paper is solely devoted to the proof of the main theorem. 
The main techniques are from two sources: one from the Tannaka- 
Tatsuuma duality theorem and the other from the central sequence analysis 
of A. Connes a la Ocneanu adapted to discrete amenable groups [S]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let &! be an approximately finite dimensional, AFD, factor equipped 
with an action c( of a discrete amenable group G. A bounded sequence {x,> 
in W is called strongly central if lim, _ u3 (I [x,, $1 I( = 0 for every t+Q E W,. 
The action c1 is said to be ultrafree if for any ge G, g # e, there exists a 
strongly central sequence {x,} such that { c(,(x,) - x,} does not converge 
to zero o*-strongly. This is equivalent to the fact that cl-‘(Cnt(B)) = (e}, 
where Cnt(g) is the group of all those 0 E Aut(&?) such that 
for every strongly central sequence, where II/ is a faithful normal state on 
9 and 
Ilxll$=+ (x*x;xx*)1’2, XE9. 
The norm 11. IIf gives rise to the o*-strong topology on a bounded subset 
of w. 
In the C*-algebra Zm(N, 3) of all bounded sequences, 9, denotes the 
C*-subalgebra of all those bounded sequences {xn} with lim, _ ~ /Ix,lI $ = 0. 
Similarly, for an ultrafree filter w on N, & is the C*-subalgebra of all 
bounded sequences {x, } with lim, _ m llx,,jl$ = 0. Let .& (resp. &,,) be the 
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C*-subalgebra of I”(N, 9) consisting of all multipliers of Xm (resp. &), 
i.e., (a,} belongs to Jug (resp. JVJJ) if 
nlimm (II~P,II~ + Il.v,ll~)=O~ 
for every {xn} ~3, (resp. Y@). It was shown by Ocneanu [8] that the 
quotient C*-algebra &‘J& is a von Neumann algebra in the Hilbert space 
B(o) given by the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction on the state $, 
of40, 
where $ is a preassigned fixed faithful nomal state on W. We denote by 
W(o) this von Neumann algebra J+‘JS~, and by rc, the canonical quotient 
map Ju I-+ B?(o). We define also the algebra %Ym of all strongly o-central 
sequences, where (xn} E l”(N, 9) is called strongly w-central if 
lim, + w ~~[x,,Ic/]~~=O for every *E&T*. It is known [l,S] that 
(i) & c +Tm = J#$; (ii) B?, = %&/& is a von Neumann subalgebra of W(w). 
Viewing 9 as the algebra of constant sequence, rr, embeds W into B(w) as 
a von Neumann subalgebra which is conveniently identified with .%’ itself. 
With this identification, W and 9m commute. Unlike the type II, case, Bw 
is strictly smaller than W’n .9(o) if B is of type III. With a fixed 
o~fiN\N, the constructions of 9(o) and Bw are both functorial, so that 
each 19 EAut(W) gives rise to 0, E W(w) leaving Bm invariant globally: 
e,on,({x”))=n,({e(x,)}), b,> EJV;. 
2. COCYCLE PERTURBATION 
Let G be a discrete amenable group and %’ an AFD factor. Let us fix an 
ultrafree action c1 of G on 9. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An automorphism 8 of W is said to have the 
asymptotic fixed point property, AFP, if it satisfies the condition that 
lim Ile(x,) -x,)1 E = 0 
n-00 
for all those bounded sequences {x, l such that 
lim Ilag - x,Il E = 0, gEG> n-w 
where q is a prefixed faithful normal state on 9. 
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To prove the main theorem, we assume that the action a is ultrafree and 
8 E Aut(.4?) has the AFP property, as the standing assumption. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (u,: gE G} be an a-cocycle in +2(g). 
There exists a sequence {II”} of o&(4,,) such that 
in the o*-strong topology. 
(ii) If V= (on} is a sequence in %(A$) such that 
uR= lim u,*a,(u,), gEG, 
n * OJ 
then there exists a sequence {q(n)} in N such that 
converges in the a*-strong topology. The limit w E +X(9%!) does not depend on 
the approximating sequence {u,} nor on the choice of {q(n)} but only on the 
cocycle { un}. 
Proof: (i) Since Proposition 7.2 in [8] assumes that {u,} falls in 9&,,, 
we need to check if it may apply to our case. Fortunately, it does work in 
our context without any change. This follows from the ultrafreeness of a. 
In fact, the key to the proof of Proposition 7.2 in [8] is the non-abelian 
Rohlin Theorem [S, Theorem 6.11, which gives us the Shapiro machinery. 
In other words, the proof presented there is giving a stronger result: the 
cocycle {u,} does not have to be in gW, but in .9?(w). 
(ii) By the AFP property of 0, there exist 6, > 0 and a finite subset 
F, for each n EN such that the inequality 
lIx--a,(x)ll~<~ny gEFn, IIXII Q 13 (2.1) 
implies 
IJX - e(x)(l; < l/2”. (2.1’) 
Since each X= {xy } E NW is a multiplier of &, for any finite subset M of 
NW, there exist a decreasing sequence {6,(M)} of positive numbers and a 
decreasing sequence { W, (M) > of neighborhoods of o in N such that 
0 < 6,(M) < l/n, Ilx,~~,~llA, < min(b,, l/2”} 
for every X= {xk}, Y = { yk} E M, whenever 
(2.2) 
lIZI; < 6,(M), II4 f 2; VE W,(M). 
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For each HEN, let 
Set E, = 6,(M,) > 0, and W,, = WJM,) c N. Since ug = lim, _ o v,*clg(u,), 
for each n E N, there exists p(n) E W,, such that 
Ilug - u,*(n)qu,(n))ll; < hJ2, gEI;,- 
Since W, is an infinite set, we may assume p(n) < ~(n + 1). For m <n, we 
have 
lIV,+((,)~,(U,(,)) - Up*((n)~g(up(n))ll; <&I, geFm 
so that (2.2) implies that for each grz F,,, 
II Qn)Gn) - “g(Qrn&(n))Il; 
= lIu,(,)(u&,)a,(u,(,)) - +n)~,(~,(,)N “&,*(n))Il$ 
< min{b,, l/2”}. 
Thus we obtain for m -c n 
IIy+&(n) - ~(~,(m&n))ll f < wm, geFr,z 
choosing k, so large that 1/2kn < E,, and setting q(n) = p(k,), we obtain 
lb 4dG + 1) - e(u q(n)Uq*((n+l))II~<bl. 
We now have 
Hence the sequence {u 4*(n+l(uqc,,)} converges to IVE%(B) in the a*-strong 
topology. Since q(n) e wkn c W,, we have 
by choosing W,, so small that /lug- u,?k,(uY)ll~ < l/n for every YE W,,. 
Suppose that P= {I?,> is another sequence in @(Mm) such that 
ug = lim “-+UJ ii,*~,(6J. Suppose that r(n) is a sequence in N such that 
ug = lim O* r(n)~g(~r(n))~ “-CC 
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in the @*-strong convergence. Then we have 
so that 
lim II ~,,d&, - ag(V,(,,uy*((,))ll “, = 0. n-a 
Hence by the AFP property of 8, we have 
Therefore we obtain 
w = lim uy*(,+(uy~,~) = lim Dj?&j~,(V,C,j) = Mi. 
“-CC “-3c 
This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Therefore, each cr-cocyle {u,} gives rise to a unitary w E %(a) deter- 
mined by Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. The perturbed automorphism ,,,t9 = Ad(w) 0 0 also enjoys the 
AFP property for the perturbed action ,~1 of G, where ,,c( is given by 
uag = Ad@,) 0 aR, gEG. 
Proof. We continue to use the notations of the last lemma. Let 
x = (x,1 be a bounded sequence with 
lim ((x, - utlR(x,)IJ “, = 0. 
n-w 
This means that there exist k(n), I(n) EN, and F, c G, a finite subset, such 
that 
/Iu~(“)~R(u,(“)x,u,*(“)) UP(“- x,II “, < En 
for all g E F,,, v > k(n), and p > I(n). By (2.2) we have 
IlqqJ(“)x,~p:“)) - ~p(“)xyu;(“)ll~ < &I, 
so that (2.1’) entails 
for v B k(n) and p > Z(n). Hence if n = n(m) is so large that l/2” < E, for a 
fixed m E N, then we have 
IIU,*(“,wJ p(“)xpu;ti”)) Up(v) - Xrll: < l/2” 
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for v 2 k(n) and p 2 1(n). Thus we have 
II w&x,) w* - XJI “, < l/2”, P 2 O(m)). 
Thus ,O enjoys the AFP property for ua. Q.E.D. 
We denote this w by T(U) and Ad(w) 0 0 by ,,O because Ad(w) 0 6 is deter- 
mined by the cocycle u = (ug}. 
From this point on, there are two possible ways of proving the main 
theorem: one is to make use of a result [6, Proposition 4.61 of the first 
author and the other is to build the Tannaka-Tatsuuma duality machine 
in 9. We will take the second approach here. 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf there exist an a-cocycle u = {u,} and g, E G such that 
“0 = “ago, then 6 = a,. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.2, we have 
ug = v*a,(v), T(u) = v*o(v) 
with v E %(9?(o)), so that 
Ad(v*) 0 0 0 Ad(u) = Ad(u*B(v)) o 8 = ,,0 
= uago = Ad(v*a,,(v)) 0 agO = Ad(v*) 0 agO0 Ad(v). 
Therefore, we have 19 = agO. Q.E.D. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
As the first named author has shown the main theorem for the AFD 
factor 9$, of type II, [6], we consider only infinite AFD factors. Since a 
factor of type I does not accommodate an ultrafree action of a non-trivial 
group, we consider the case of non-type I, i.e., type II, and type III. 
Let 9 be an infinite AFD factor of non-type I equipped with an ultrafree 
action a of a discrete amenable group G. Let 8 be an automorphism of 9 
with the AFP property for a. To prove the main theorem, i.e., 0 = agO for 
some g, E G, it suffices by Lemma 2.4 to prove the theorem in the case that 
a is dominant. Therefore, the next result will complete the proof. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let a be a dominant free action of a discrete group G on 
a properly infinite factor A. Zf 8 E Aut(JZ) leaves A?” pointwise invariant, 
then there exists g, E G with 
B=a,. 
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We first observe that Proposition IV.1.5 of [7] entails 
(Ad”) n A? = @. (*I 
Let Xa denote the set of globally a-invariant Hilbert spaces in the factor 
A, see [7, Chap. I] for its definition and elementary properties. 
LEMMA 3.2. The representations of G carried by elements of ZX exhaust 
all unitary representations of G up to unitary equivalence. 
Proof. Let {U, R} be a unitary representation of G. With respect o the 
decomposition 
c( may be assumed to be of the form 
c(,=p,@A,Qid, gEG> 
where {A,} is the action of G on .Z’(12(G)) induced by the left regular 
representation {A(g)} of G on 12(G). Viewing l*(G) 0 R as the space of 
R-valued functions on G. define 
(W<)(g)= vg)*t(gh [E/‘(G)QR, geG. 
It then follows that 
w*(4g)o l)W=4g)Q m?), geG. 
Identifying W with 10 WE J& and U(g) with 10 U(g) E A, we have 
a&.( w = wu gh g E G. 
Since A+%‘” is properly infinite, the Hilbert space R can be embedded in A!’ 
as a Hilbert space in A?‘*. Let 4, = WR Then 8 is globally invariant under 
~1, hence a member of Xa, and carries the representation { WU( g) W* } 
of G. Q.E.D. 
The above construction of W is often called the Shapiro machine, or the 
Mackey imprimitivity theorem. 
LEMMA 3.3. If 8 E Xz, then O(9) = 5. 
Proof Let (u, !&} be a unitary representation of G such that 
(i) {u, !&,} is equivalent to the representation U, of G carried by 9 
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and (ii) $jo is a Hilbert space in JP. Let w be a unitary of !&, onto $j 
implementing the equivalence of u and U,, which means that 
CQh) = wu( ‘Y), gEG. 
Set a= w*O(w). To prove O(B) = !+j, it suffices to show that a belongs to 
9(!&). Let p be the endomorphism p8 of A onto P(!&,)’ n .M induced by 
the Hilbert space !&, see [ 7, p. 15-J. For each unitary v E JP, set V = p(u), 
and b = VwV*w*. Then we have 
a,(b) = k,(w) C*cc,(w*) = Vwu(g) V*u( g)*w* 
= fiwfi*w* gEG 
since Ve JP n Y(sj,)‘. Therefore, b belongs to .M*, so that B(b) = b, which 
means exactly Vw*O(w)V* = w*O(w). Hence a commutes with ~(4”). Since 
I’ n p(M) = @ by (*), a must belong to Z(!&,). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. A slightly modified version of [7, Theorem 1.3.41 
based on the Tatsuuma duality theorem in place of the Tannaka duality 
theorem as mentioned there, together with Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, implies the 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
Proof of the Main Theorem. By Lemmas 2.4 and Lemma 2.3, it suffices 
to prove the theorem when CI is dominant. Each x E Wa gives an asymptoti- 
cally fixed constant sequence under a, so that the constant sequence (B(x)} 
is equivalent to the constant one {x}, which means, of course, O(x) =x. 
Hence the assumption of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied by a and 8. Thus 8 = ag, 
for some go E G. Q.E.D. 
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